
Possessive Adjectives #02 
 
Complete the sentences with the correct possessive adjective: 
 

1. The boy likes his school.  

2. Mary sees __________ mother every day.  

3. My friends bring ___________ children on Saturdays.  

4. The cat eats _____________ food quickly.  

5. I often forget _____________ keys.  

6. You write in __________ book.  

7. We bring ____________ pencils to class.  

8. The men always bring ______________ wives to the party.  

9. Mr. Adams teaches _______________ class in the morning.  

10. She likes to give presents to ___________________ grandchildren. 

11. They never do _______________ homework. 

12. Sam sometimes wears ____________ green t-shirt. 

13. We love ________________ school. 

14. Samuel and Chris play with __________________ sisters. 

15. You never wear ______________ uniform at school. 

16. I rarely walk to ___________________ school. 

17. We eat _______________ lunch at 12 a.m. 

18. The bird sleeps in _________________ nest. 

19. She always forgets _________________ purse. 

20. He often speaks to ________________ friends. 

21. She goes to school with _____________ brother. 

22. ________________ husband and I want to go to Paris. 

23. Leila likes __________________ dog! 

24. These are my friends _________________ names are Alice and Bobby. 

25. We are American. _______________ names are Joseph and Jacobs.  

26. ________________ teacher loves us. 

27. Can I help you with _______________________ bags? 

28. The dogs are in ______________________ house. 

29. Nobody can help us solve _____________________ problem. 

30. Its _________________ dog! You feed it. 

31. Caroline always fights with ____________________ boyfriend. 

32. Marcus is celebrating ________________________ new job. 

 

 

 



 

Answer key 

 
Complete the sentences with the correct possessive adjective: 
 

1. his   

2. her  

3. their  

4. its  

5. my  

6. your  

7. our  

8. their  

9. his  

10. her  

11. their  

12. his  

13. our  

14. their  

15. your  

16. my  

17. our  

18. its  

19. her  

20. his  

21. her  

22. my  

23. her  

24. their  

25. our  

26. our  

27. us  

28. their  

29. our  

30. your  

31. her  

32. his  
 


